
Frozen Food Express, located in Lithonia, GA, has been 
ensuring that refrigerated foods and medical supplies 
reach their destination and your doorstep at the 
highest quality possible since 1943. 

Spanning fourteen locations 
across the country, Frozen 
Food Express is the go-to 
transport for frozen and 
refrigerated perishable goods

Due to their growing size and volume, Matt 
Mozzo, Frozen Food Express’s Employee for 
22 years and warehouse manager,  he saw 
the need to brighten up his facility’s exterior. 
“We had lights going out in the parking lot 
and it was becoming a safety hazard for our 
employees and drivers.”, says Matt. “The 
parking lot lights were getting more and 
more dim as time went on, and it was time 
for a change.”

HID fixtures sharply lose lumen output over 
just a few years and at the same time use 
an exorbitant amount of energy. LED 
replacement of these fixtures solve both 
problems quickly and efficiently. Greenlight 
Depot offers streetlight and wall pack 
replacements that knock down power 
consumption by 70%, provide security level 
illumination, and show no signs of 
degradation for at least 50,000 hours of 
continuous running.

The AL2 series streetlights are the low 
maintenance, energy saving choice for 
parking lot light replacements. This series 
has been proven and tested to be easy to 
install, exceptionally durable, and produce 

On the left are Greentek's 
AL2 street lights on FFE 
property giving off a brilliant 
white glow and on the right 
is the city street light using 
a typical High-Pressure 
Sodium bulb. Notice the 
difference in the quality 
and color of the light.

“Greentek provides 
a quality light at 
a great price.. 
Matt Mozzo 
– Warehouse Manager 
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superior light output. Our SWP2 wall pack 
series is another fantastic solution to 
replace aging and expensive HID fixtures 
found on most building exteriors.

Since 2019, Matt Mozzo and Frozen Food 
Express have been buying from Greenlight 
Depot. He had searched through multiple 
online vendors and decided to go with 
Greenlight Depot when he saw our low 
prices and free shipping for his order. 

Before making a big purchase, Matt 
purchased one 300W AL2 streetlight to test 
out in his parking lot. After seeing the huge 
difference, and after hearing the great 
feedback from his Facility Manager on the 
ease of the install, Matt decided to go with 
Greenlight Depot to supply the entire 
replacement for his building’s exterior 
lighting. 
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“The lights in the lot were turning yellow and it was becoming 
unsafe for our drivers and employees. After we installed Greenlight 
Depot’s lights, we saw an immediate improvement.” It was a night 
and day difference. These new fixtures give off a brilliant white light 
and on top of that they are saving us a lot of money in energy usage.

The maintenance contractor knew that to get the most out of their 
purchase, they needed to buy rebate eligible products. Fortunately, 
Greenlight Depot only supplies DLC and UL listed products from 
Greentek Energy Systems. 
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In need of frozen food or refrigerated 
transport? Frozen Food Express is an 
excellent solution. Safety and service are 
paramount with them. You can contact 
them at, www.ffeinc.com/ContactUs

This (DLC listed products) made it 
easy for Frozen Food Express to 
recoup 59% of their purchase back 
from the utility. We bought 19 300W 
streetlights and 30 120W wall packs 
and paid a total of $6,176.51 for our 
lights. Thanks to the DLC listings that 
the products hold, our utility paid us 
back $3,628.45.
Seeing the huge improvement 
Greenlight Depot products made at 
the Lithonia facility, Matt urged the 
other Frozen Food Express locations 
to do the same. 

Now in 2021, Greenlight Depot 
supplies five locations for their 
lighting needs and will continue to 
supply Frozen Food Express as they 
grow into the future.“Greentek 
provides a quality light at a great price. 
We started using the Greentek LED 
lights in our Georgia warehouse. Now, 
we use them in 5 warehouses and will 
expand to our other locations as we 
get to them. 
We purchased the high-bays, wall 
packs, and pole mounted streetlights 
and have not had single problem with 
any of them.” 

Matt Mozzo 
– Warehouse Manager 
    Frozen Food Express

THE NEW FIXTURES GIVE OFF 
A BRILLIANT WHITE LIGHT AND 
ARE SAVING US A LOT OF MONEY..

-Matt Mozzo 


